StyleView Telepresence Carts — for the power of telemedicine
®

Easy. Affordable.

Telemedicine from Ergotron Healthcare
The future of healthcare . . . are you ready?
Telemedicine gives healthcare professionals the ability to connect, consult and
collaborate with their patients and associates, from anywhere at anytime, with real-time
videoconferencing. While the overarching field of telemedicine can seem complicated
and cost prohibitive, our industry-leading StyleView® Telepresence Carts facilitate
its effectiveness — easily and affordably.
Telepresence offers myriad benefits to healthcare professionals and their patients, and is
particularly relevant in the emerging fields of Telepsychology and Telestroke. Real-time
telepresence capability enables more personalized care and timely diagnostics. It also extends
the access of quality healthcare to remote locations and to underserved populations.
Let us help you get started.

Displays, cameras and CPU components shown are sold separately.

StyleView ® Telepresence Carts
SLA-BATTERY POWERED

SV42-53E1-1

SV42-56E1-1

SV42-57E1-1

StyleView Telepresence Cart

StyleView Telepresence Cart

StyleView Telepresence Cart

Includes: LCD pivot, primary drawer,
large drawer, camera shelf, codec/CPU
holder, T-slot bracket and medical-grade
power strip

Includes: dual display kit, primary drawer,
large drawer, camera shelf, codec/CPU holder,
T-slot bracket and medical-grade
power strip

Includes: LCD pivot, rear-mount monitor
kit, primary drawer, large drawer, camera
shelf, codec/CPU holder, T-slot bracket
and medical-grade power strip

Single Monitor

Dual Monitor

Back-to-Back Monitor

The Power of Telepresence
Delivering healthcare services remotely
at anytime, from anywhere

•Expands access by allowing physicians and health
facilities to extend their reach without geographic or
socioeconomic limitations. Brings specialization to
rural, remote, underserved and senior populations.
•Helps manage costs—facilitates management of
patients with chronic diseases, promotes staff sharing
and reduces travel  
• Increases patient satisfaction and trust because it
may help to lower stress, replace travel, reduce costs
of care and provide connection to remote expertise

NON-POWERED

Need some support?
If your organization is new to the growing
field of telemedicine, let Ergotron help.
Our Ergotron Service Program specialists
can help you navigate which solutions best
fits your current and future needs.
Starting with a comprehensive audit of the
existing systems, we provide “site-ready”
configurations followed by installation and
integration, then coupled with on-going
technical assistance.
Quantity 1
Quantity 10+
Quantity 10+

Powered/Non-Powered
Non-Powered
Powered

SRVC-SPI-1
SRVC-PI-02
SRVC-PI-03

StyleView Telepresence Carts
UL 60601-1 certification pending
(North America)

SV41-53E0-1

SV41-56E0-1

StyleView Telepresence Cart

StyleView Telepresence Cart

Includes: LCD pivot, primary drawer,
large drawer, camera shelf, codec/CPU
holder, T-slot bracket and medical-grade
power strip

Includes: dual display kit, primary drawer,
large drawer, camera shelf, codec/CPU holder,
T-slot bracket and medical-grade
power strip

Single Monitor

Dual Monitor

Open architecture allows for the
integration of most standard computer
and mobile communications equipment
Low operating cost — autonomous
rechargeable AC electrical source delivers
safe, inexpensive and dependable power.
SLA batteries are ESD safety compliant
Lightweight, yet stable
Hospital-grade construction
Superior ergonomics
Easy to use and maneuver

Camera shelf attaches
easily to back of monitor to
support camera

Codec/CPU holder attaches
onto the back of the cart
to secure components

Dual display kit holds
two displays, allowing one
display to be panned for
shared viewing

Large drawer is attached
to the front of the cart
for added, secure storage

Medical-grade
power strip

Displays, cameras and CPU components shown are sold separately.

Already own a StyleView Point-of-Care Cart?
Transform it into a StyleView Telepresence Cart*

Upgrade to the power of telemedicine by adding a Telepresence Kit to an existing StyleView Point-of-Care Cart.*
Select an SV Telepresence Kit
97-819 		 SV Telepresence Kit, Single Monitor, Powered Cart
		
Includes large drawer with divider and keys, mounting hardware, travel stop, camera shelf
		 and codec/CPU holder with brackets
97-820 		 SV Telepresence Kit, Dual Monitor, Powered Cart
		
Includes large drawer with divider and keys, mounting hardware, travel stop, camera shelf,
		 codec/CPU holder with brackets and dual display kit
97-821 		 SV Telepresence Kit, Back-to-Back Monitor, Powered Cart
		
Includes large drawer with divider and keys, mounting hardware, travel stop, camera shelf,
		 codec/CPU holder with brackets and rear-mount monitor kit with hardware

* StyleView Requirements:
Non-powered StyleView
SV41-3310-0
LCD pivot with one drawer

SLA-powered StyleView
SV42-3311-1
LCD pivot with one drawer

97-822 		 SV Telepresence Kit, Single Monitor, Non-Powered Cart
		
Includes large drawer with divider and keys, mounting hardware, travel stop, camera shelf
		 and codec/CPU holder with brackets
97-823 		 SV Telepresence Kit, Dual Monitor, Non-Powered Cart
		
Includes large drawer with divider and keys, mounting hardware, travel stop, camera shelf,
		 codec/CPU holder with brackets and dual display kit with hardware

Large drawer

Dual display kit

Rear-mount monitor kit

Codec/CPU holder

Camera shelf

More healthcare solutions

Neo-Flex® Mobile MediaCenter
Offers easy height adjustability to
accommodate sitting or standing
audiences and can rotate from portrait
to landscape. Supports displays up to
120 lbs (54,5 kg).

Neo-Flex WideView WorkSpace

Carts are available in single or dual monitor
configurations. Adjustable height allows
for sitting or standing preference. Its small
footprint with fluid mobility makes it ideal for
multiple users within organizations.

Displays, video cameras and CPU components shown are sold separately.
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LX Wall Mount Systems and Sit-Stand Combo Arms
Also can accommodate equipment needed for telepresence.
They are space saving, ergonomic and extremely stable.

